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In the manuscript

Effect of low dose naloxone on the immune system function of a patient undergoing video-assisted thoracoscopic resection of lung cancer with sufentanil controlled analgesia — a randomized controlled trial.

authors presented RCT on effects of low dose naloxone on the levels of opioid growth factor (OGF) and immune response (Natural killer cells and T leucocytes) in patients after VATS lung cancer surgery.

Topic is very interesting, well selected, new and very intriguing since immune response might be modified and, possibly, affect overall outcome.

Manuscript is very well written, clear, well explained, methodology clean and results well presented.

Some minor questions may be better clarified:

1. Obviously authors present that low dose naloxone affects levels of OGF which is positive outcome of this study. However, there is a bit of a confusion regarding NK cells: Authors declare that NK cells significantly increase at 48 hours after surgery, however, we see from the tables that indeed, there is a decrease of NK cells comparing to the time before surgery, that the number increase in the naloxone group while still decreasing in the non naloxone group, but over all there is no significant difference between the groups. This may be better explained.
2. It is good to discuss a clinical relevance of the results. Authors present less nausea in naloxone group, however, non naloxone group was also rather well managed (0 vs 1 class). What do authors think, should this be reason to indicate low dose naloxone?

Same goes with VAS scores, although significantly different, VAS scores were low for both groups and the pain well managed. Would this be enough to include low dose naloxon in the protocol of everyday practice? What was shown as a clear benefit?

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.
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Does the work include the necessary controls?
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
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